
Wapping Youth FC - Code of Conduct 

Players 

Training 

1. All players must attend regularly to be considered in match day squads 

2. Absences should be reported to the coach at least 24 hours before training 

3. If you are going to be late, the coach must be messaged/contacted before the 

training session. If you are late and do not inform the coach before hand then 

you will be sent home immediately 

4. Absence without informing a coach will be marked as unauthorised absence and 

you will face disciplinary. 

5. Appropriate clothing, footwear and Wapping Youth Training top must be worn 

to every training session. Failure to attend without any mentioned uniform will 

mean you will be sent home until you return with the correct attire. 

6. Smart bands must be worn and made visible at all times during any session 

under Wapping Youth FC. 

7. Everyone is expected to behave and act in a professional manner. If a coach 

believes that you have not conducted yourself appropriately then you will be 

removed from the session. 

8. Foul language and insults to any member of Wapping Youth FC will not be 

tolerated under any circumstance and will be dealt with severely. 

9. Before leaving any session a coach must be made aware. 

10.  Respect and help each other's development and perform tasks assigned 

Match day 

1. You will be notified of selection for a match day squad 48 hours before via 

Text message to a parent's phone number and your own phone number.  

2. League fixtures etc will be available 2 weeks before the fixture and all parents 

can check on the full time FA website  

3. It is your responsibility to make sure the coach has the correct phone numbers to 

contact 

4. A confirmation that you can attend the game must be given by the deadline or 

else you will not be eligible to play in the match. There will be no valid excuse 

for not confirming your attendance when you want to play. 

5. You must arrive at the venue for your match at least 65 minutes prior to kick off. 

Lateness will result in severe disciplinary and removal from the line up 

6. Training tops, tracksuit sets are required for pre match warm up. Winter jackets, 

inappropriate footwear will show that you are not ready to play. Match day 

tops can be worn underneath your warm up attire. 

7. Appropriate footwear, Royal Blue Socks, White shorts, Shin pads (Gloves for 

goalkeeper) and Wapping Match day top is required at every game. There 

will be no exceptions to Kit. It is your responsibility that you have Kit for every 
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game. The team should look united and presentable. If the coach feels you are 

not representing Wapping adequately than you will be removed from the 

squad. 

8. After every game players should gather in changing rooms unless instructed 

otherwise to be dismissed. 

9. As a member of Wapping Youth FC you are expected to display 

professionalism and a respectful character at all times. This includes towards 

opposition teams, officials and team mates 

10.  Give maximum effort and strive for the best possible performance during a 

game, even if your team is in a position where the desired result has already 

been achieved. 

11.  Be a role model and represent the club positively 

Disciplinary Procedure 

Stage 1 Disciplinary: Immediate removal from session and match day team for that 

week 

Stage 2 Disciplinary: A suspension term will be discussed and agreed (E.g. 2 week's 

suspension from matches and training) and a meeting with coaching staff before being 

involved in the squad 

Stage 3 disciplinary: If conduct does not improve following a stage 2 suspensions then 

the player in question will be asked to hand in their Match day kit and permanently be 

removed from Wapping Youth FC. 

 


